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My thesis will consider literary referentiality and
evocation with respect to concepts and
constructions of space in the period of
Modernism, focussing on German literature and
setting this in an interdisciplinary context. By
probing responses to the issues of referentiality
and evocation that are central to Western poetics,
I hope to present a dynamic, interactive model of
literary communication in this period, showing
how writers draw on the philosophical concept of
mimesis and on the rhetorical tradition in their
literary experiments, in varying constellations.
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It was late evening when K. arrived. The village lay
in deep snow. Of the castle hill there was nothing
to be seen, fog and darkness surrounded it, not
even the faintest glimmer of light hinted at the
great castle. For a long time K. stood on the
wooden bridge that leads from the country road
to the village and looked up into the apparent
emptiness.



It was late evening when I arrived. The village lay
in deep snow. Of the castle hill there was nothing
to be seen, fog and darkness surrounded it, not
even the faintest glimmer of light hinted at the
great castle. For a long time I stood on the wooden
bridge that leads from the country road to the
village and looked up into the apparent
emptiness.







ich [konnte] nicht die Speise finden […], die mir
schmeckt. Hätte ich sie gefunden, glaube mir, ich
hätte kein Aufsehen gemacht und mich
vollgegessen wie du und alle

(I couldn’t find a food which tasted good to me. If
had found that, believe me, I would not have made
a spectacle of myself and would have eaten to my
heart’s content, like you and everyone else)



We observe such conflation of self and world in
the Rêveries, leading through subjective
experience to a strengthening of the conviction of
a divorce between ‘natural man’ and civilization;
but this link between subjective and objective is
much more revolutionary when not simply the
corollary of autobiography, but the source of
theory, which thus becomes not argumentation
but self-narration.





It	matters,	and	it’s	fun










